TASKI AR

Download now for your TASKI AERO 3500µicro!
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TASKI AR
Your machine companion App for maintenance, self-service, demonstration and
TASKI IntelliSupport

Demonstrate
Demonstrate the machine’s main functions and
elements to develop a better understanding of how
it works and where it is used best. Discover features
like the unique brush unit and the ergonomic machine
design.

Maintenance
Keep good care of the machine after a shift with
App-assisted step-by-step guidance on all 7 yellow
maintenance points. Empty the hopper, check the dust
bag, clean the brush unit and more. Prevent future
breakdowns early and thoroughly.

Self-Service
In case you are experiencing an issue with the machine,
it is best to check-self first. TASKI AR gives you simple
guidance on how to resolve common issues with the
machine, preventing downtime and hassle.

TASKI IntelliSupport
In case you are not able to resolve the problem
yourself, TASKI IntelliSupport is a simple and
easy way to receive help by a Diversey authorized
technician right away. You are equipped with all
TASKI resources in your pocket to ensure that you
are always operational

Documents & Spare Parts
Documentation, like instructions of use and digital
wallcharts are also integrated in the App to allow
you quick access. Furthermore, you can open the
TASKI Spares hub to get quick access to spare parts.
Download now!

TASKI AR
3 modes

TASKI AR works with almost every smartphone and tablet. It is completely free, even if you do not
own the machine. Download it now using the QR code and try out its 3 dedicated modes. It does not
require an internet connection once it is downloaded.
TASKI AR uses the latest Augmented Reality standards to project and animate the machine as
accurately as possible.
Augmented Reality
Off
3D in-App animations
of the machine with
step by step guidance.
Compatible with any
smartphone (Android &
iOS). Ideal if you do not
have the space to use
Augmented Reality and
you just want to learn
about the machine.

Augmented Reality
On
Project the machine
in real-size in front
of you and animate
all use cases on the
digital copy. Check if
it fits into your storage
space and try the
many features of the
machine. Compatible
with many modern
smartphones.

Augmented Reality On with
machine
If you are with an AERO 3500µicro,
you can project the digital copy on
top of the machine and learn how to
maintain and take care of the machine
with animations on the machine and
learn how to maintain and take care
of it, with clear animations right where
you need to take action. Use the QR
code on the machine to download
the App and place the digital copy.
Choose your action: demonstrate,
maintenance, service, and work on
the checklists provided to learn stepby-step what needs to be done.

TASKI is one of four core areas of the Diversey business.
TASKI The ULTIMATE Cleaning Machines

For more information, visit www.taski.com or follow us on social media.
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